
After your walk you will get access data for a small review on the internet.
If you have a translation-problem please ask the Eisenach citizens. Most of them are very friendly.

Near the sign you will find a digit beside a letter. Add "1" and write down     B
Info: Before the "GDR-period" here was a very nice fountain. In 2012 the place was redesigned and now splendidly aglowing again.

The origin of street name is explained in the blue sign.

You reach a square. The building with the big doors is very important for Eisenach.
Find the sign at the opposite building in the south and linger here for a moment.

Turn left, the “Deutsche Rentenversicherung” should be on your right.

Turn right into a street whose name is connected to a famous person of Greek mythology.

The first number of our tour you can find here. How many bicycles can be parked in the green
stands? The number of these stands is     A     (Please add one also!)
Info: This house was the former tram depot. You can still see the rails on the ground.

The city tour starts at the above mentioned coordinates.(Here you can park the cache vehicle)

HINTS:

Follow the description very carefully, it is quite exact. Sometimes it is helpful to turn round.
“GC” on the right means, you can find a “strange” cache nearby.

Let's go!

Leave the city-multi-storey carpark at the main entrance (pay station) and keep your eyes open from now on.

B = 5

A =

N 50° 58.689 E 010° 19.520"Use your Eyes in Eisenach" (Difficulty ●●●,Terrain ●)                                                                                                                              



Now go to the city center. You pass “animal lines” that are painted on the street.

On the corner right behind you there is an important house of Eisenach that has an interesting cellar.
An information board explains the history. When did the rebuilding start? The third digit of the year is     G
Info: You will meet the artist who designed this relief on many more occasions.

Hint: You can find some interesting informations on a green sign opposite in the house entrance!

In front of the Alley (Gasse) there is a beautiful house on the right with a big sign which tells the history of the house.
You need the fifth year. The sum of the digits is     F
Info: This method of building is “Hessian half-timbering” (straight-geometric)

Now carry on!

The financial institute on the left has a sign that reminds visitors of a birthplace. Who was born here?
You need his year of birth. The fourth digit of the year is     E

In summer pay attention to the “jungle-like balcony” right below the roof!

Opposite the mobile phone shop on the left there had been the former “Stadtcafé” for many years.
A big painting on the wall still reminds you of happy parties.
You must find the number of guests at the table. This is     D

Now place yourself so that you see the number “from below”. You see two ways in front of you:
You came along one way, you follow the other one.
Info: Right at the top of the house at your back you find a nice quotation of “Walther von der Vogelweide”. ("Nobody is without enjoyment" )

Where the street is completely paved go to the crossroads and find a year on the ground.
The third digit of the year is     C
Info: The redevelopment of our pedestrian precinct was completed that year. The tram ran here in the past.
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Calculate the sum of the middle digits of the wedding year (1**1). This is     M
If you have time have a quiet look at the building and please, take a photo without flash. It is worth seeing!

Info 2: The German TV series “Dr. Kleist” is shot in the house on the corner behind you.

Go now to the highest building of the square. Please, pay attention to the traffic!

Where does this letter come in the alphabet?  This number is     K
Info: In the past there was an exquisite wine cellar in this house. You could only reach it from the nearby hotel through an underground gallery.

and find the “office”. How many clocks do you see at the front? Their number is     L
Info 1: In the middle of the crossroads you find a white cross on the ground. During the “Peasants’ War” in 1525 five leaders of the peasants were beheaded here.

Info 1: When you look back from the lectern to the entrance you can find a short reminder of “our builder” on the first column on the right.

Info 2: In the round ornament at the fencing in front of the entrance you can find the three initial letters of the master who keeps watch in the anteroom on the right.

Stay on this side of the big square and follow the way to the next crossroad. Linger at the corner

Nearby you can see white lines on the street again. When you keep your eyes open you may “trample all over them”.
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As the “Comedian Harmonists” once sang, you also “walk along the wall”.

After some meters you find a description of a former hotel where several wellknown people had stayed.
You only need the house number. This is     J

The “chronicle” of the house tells about a letter, but you cannot read it easily.

I

In the middle of the square there is a monument. Go there and look into the eyes of the brave warrior.
How many animals can you see from here, at the bottom of the pillar? Their number is     H
Info: In 1549 the above mentioned artist was involved even here.

IMPORTANT: in winter have a look under the cover!

Now go to the entrance of the widest building at the square. You will find a white letter on a red background
in two windows. Where does this letter come in the alphabet? This number is     I

You see, everything is going fast. Turn left and after some meters there is the next sight.



GC

Now go on and find an interesting tree after some meters. How many lines of the quotation
can you count on the pedestal in front of it? (without the author!) This number is     P

R =

Info 1: At the right portal of the former entrance (between the coats of arms) you find the initial letters of our builder whose works you have already seen.

           “Hans Leonhardt” left his mark for posterity by the initial letters of his name and by the symbol of a stonemason.

I would recommend a visit, it will take you about half an hour.

There are two coats of arms at the end wall of the house.
On the right one you can find a year number and a single digit. This digit is     O

In front of the monument of the head of the household there is an information board with five pictures.
Find the Roman numeral on the very left of the picture and change it into an Arabic one. This is     R

Before you go on you should have a closer look at the building.

Follow your way and you will get to the next famous house.

Go on round the bend to the next stop. Keep your cacher’s eyes open to find it!  

Who may park below the sledge? Devide the number of letters of the family name by 2. This is     Q
Info 1: A female artist from Eisenach runs a studio in the house and created a work here.

Info 2: In addition, “Inge März” from the German TV series “Dr. Kleist” “worked” here.

N =At the next crossroad there is an old house on the right. There again is an explanation

When you are in front of the building and look at it, now turn 90 degrees to the right (south), follow the way
across the street, then turn left. Use the painted lines that you have seen several times.

3

If you have a camera in your hand, please make a photo of house No. 35. Explanation will follow later.

O =

Turn left around the building and go on to the next famous house that is in the south of your present position.

of the history of the building. You will need the house number. This is     N

Info 2: This is rhombic Thuringian half-timbering. If you keep your eyes open you can compare both methods of building from here.
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On the wall of the house on the left you can find two signs that explain the place here.
The first number you need is the year when his collection was included into the UNESCO.
Multiply the sum of the digits of the year by solution “H”. The result is     S

Info 1: The German TV series “Dr. Kleist” is also shot in this building.

to the corner. There is the next wellknown house of Eisenach. Half of the German people know it
Stay on this side of the house and continue your way till you see the church tower. Cross the street and go

How many glass panes does this building have? Their number is     V
Info: If you are lucky the owner will be at home. Be courageous and knock on the door. Sometimes he shows curious people round his narrow home.

Until which year had this building was been an inn? Leave out the digits zero and write down     W
because of a TV series. There is a big sign with the chronicle of the building.

Now pay attention! What number does this house have? When it is even – turn right, when it is odd – turn left.
You run exactly towards a small house that is on the opposite side of the street. There you can get some "Art of Kunst".

W =

When you go straight on, you will stand in front of a bench (germ. "Bank"). Relax a bit and enjoy the view.

Carry on. You want to finish sometime, don’t you? T = 21

Continue your walk. After 50 - 75 meters you will find another famous house of Eisenach.
You have found it, haven’t you?   :o)

Now you have to be careful! Stand exactly in front of the monument, turn round 180 degrees and follow the way in front of you.

The next double-digit number you can find on the other sign. What house was opened in 1907? This number is     T

V

Have you seen the oriel where a dragon is killed by a brave warrior?
Under this oriel there is a simple maths exercise. Do this and leave
out the sign of your result. This result is     U

U

Info: When you have a look at the marvellous forest on the horizon you can find the top of the Fraternity Monument in the southeast.

S =

Info 2: Right by the Fastfood-Restaurant opposite the Owner is working in the Shop.
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GC

You did it! This was your last stop of this sightseeing tour.

I hope you had nice weather, your little tour was a pleasure, and hopefully, you collected all data.
In case your sum isn't 220, you however will get a logical result!

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

(not the golden writing!). The number of words is     X

Go towards the tower again, follow the “Path of  animals” and immediately turn left. Now you find a
famous building of the town on the right. If you want, visit it quietly and have a look at the columns

Now go in the direction of the tower. Approach it exactly. On the left you find a monument of a famous Xperson of  Eisenach. How many words does the inscription at the monument consist of?

How many letters does the word of the foundation consist of? (Eyes up!) The number is     Z

Follow the way and after a few steps you can find another monument of Eisenach. The construction
of this monument was supported by a German foundation.

=

Z =

Info: If the building is open you can probably find a very nice lady with grey hair. She explains the history of the house in a very friedly way. Please, give my kindest regards to her!

in the south of the church. One of the capitals is richly decorated with beautiful flowers.
When, roughly, was the house built? You find the information board on the door. The last digit of the year is     Y

Sum A-Z=220

Y =



(Don't get upset! You needed a GPS device and could explore the city much more intensely.)

TJ: C / L / G+Q / K-W / U / N-P / V / D / X-L / J-T / P-G Many thanks to:
(Sum of digits 35!)

- “Aunt Frieda” for her friendly private tuition in history 
- Mrs. Hahn and her sisters for their permission for the final place
- Mrs. Waltersdorf for her assistance in translation of this guide

Please, only swap TBs  and Coins and do not leave “Rubbish” in the Cache! - all other finders for their many suggestions and criticism

UY / T-F+M+I / J*W*C / A+B / D-L / X-U+O-Q / Y / S+N-L / UV-E-UY / H*E / K-R

(ZeroNine and without Spaces!). You will receive the Log-Permission and the Login-Datas for a short Reconsideration automaticly.
Inside the Cache you will find a double-digit Number and three Letters. Please send an Email to: rk Digits Letters 09@web.de

D+I-Z-Q / T-S+F-G / T-S+F-G-L / (P+N+A-M)*C / LM / B+V+P / K+U / Y / B+E / J-K+LC / LI / V+E / O / O+L / C / M+O / V / J-R !!!

LOG-PERMISSION PER EMAIL: Because the Logbook will be stolen again and again by a "Jester" I changed the Log-Permission.

F / H / K-Z+Q / M+B / R+X / E*H / A-S+V / N+I / LD / P*G / W / J-T / Z+R / (O*G)+Q / P

Before you go back to the carpark you should solve the following "maths exercise" (“/” only separate the numbers!):

There you find the last clue that at last will lead you to the final of this sightseeing tour.
Keep your eyes open and do not look for it in the rubbish. You will find it right near.

Change the school subject now and translate the numerical sequence.




